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Description:
Leaf heart
COUNTED CROSS STITCH CHART BY ALESSANDRA ADELAIDE NEEDLEWORKS -  AAN

This heart pattern is entirely made of leaves carefully aranged together. But once you start looking at the pattern, your mind starts wandering
and you can see other imaginary creatures such as a butterfly opening its wings .

You'll have a lot of fun stitching this pattern, especially if you personalize it. Designer Alessandra Adelaide shows the pattern in green
monochrome, but she always encourages stitchers to use her patterns as a base and customize the stitching. Each pattern becomes unique.
You could "color in" each leaf shape in a different tone of green, in a solid color or in overdyed tones. You may want to stitch a new
heartpattern for each season, in various color combinations - imagine how beautiful the colors of fall could be!

This pattern has a companion, Curly Hearts, so you could stitch both a make a pair of cushions.

A cross stitch pattern by Alessandra Adelaide Needlework - AAN. 
>> visit Alessandra Adelaide's store.

Number of stitches: 171 x 148 (wide x high)

>> View size in my choice of fabric - Click here (fabric calculator)

Stitches: Cross stitch (no fractional stitches), 

Chart: Black and White 

Threads: DMC Embroidery floss, 

Number of colors: 1

Themes: heart, love, leaf, leaves

>> see all Love & Happiness patterns by Alessandra Adelaide Needlework 
>> see all patterns expressing love (all designers)

 
All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.

Price in £, €: to view price in POUNDS / EUROS…, select a currency in top right section of this page.
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